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Here a few shots from this years field day. 73 Tom VE3TSA  

 
 

This is the Field Day site, the QTH of Gene and Randi 

McDonald. As last year, we had the loan of the Sydenham 

Sportsmans Assoc. trailer which makes a great location for 

2 stations. Our thanks to them for their help and support.  

The club rents this tent for field day, which we have for 

several years now. Good thing too because it rained 

buckets that night. There's something about the sound of 

rain on the roof...Hmmm  

http://www.gbarc.ca/archive.php


 

 

Gene VE3IJD operating 40M ssb with April Vary logging. 

This is a great way to get young people interested in 

communication and the hobby in general. Who knows 

where it might take them.  

This is our hostess Randi McDonald, a fine gal. especially 

for putting up with the likes of us. Cheers  

 
 

Bill VE3HMZ and his wife. Joe VA3JNA, Bob VA3QQ, Bert 

VA3AEG and Stan VA3ZON. (feel free to help out with any 

names I miss)  

Bernie VE3BQM, Susan VE3TLK and Henry VE3TTV. (That's 

Norm VE3MTV behind Henry)  



 

 

Norm VE3MTV chatting with Joe VA3JNA. Probobly hoping 

the guy with the camera would take a hike  

Steven VE3SEG, Ian VE3HXX and BarryVA3WBG. Barry and 

Steven were in the last GBARC radio course so it's really 

nice to see them at field day. A fine way to spend a 

weekend.  

 

 

Mary VA3ILT and Tex VE3USI joined the club at field day.  

Hers is Jim VA3CJM and Marv VA3ACI. Marv tells me he's 

moving to Pembrooke in the near future, where he grew 

up. I guess maybe sometimes you can go home. The best 

of luck to Marv and Anna, I really hope you have a long 

healthy retirement. 73   



 

 

Stan VA3ZON, Bob VA3QQ and Merv VE3MVS plotting 

world domination. Hey, which ones pinky....  

This ones a bit hard to see but on the left is Chris 

VA3MUM, then Anna, Randi, Gloria sitting and Amanda.  

 

 

Tom VA3BBH, Ian VE3HXX and Bert VA3AEG, operating 

80M ssb.  
Chris VA3MUM and Anna.  



 

 

We made 564 contacts for a total of 1176 points.  

20SSB 298 

40SSB 231 

40CW  24 

80SSB 11  

 

 

This is me, Tom VE3TSA or sometimes VA3TS.  

Henry VE3TTV operating 40M CW, with Bob VE3LKD 

logging. Susan is in the background, studying the 

procedure. Susan is also one of our new hams.  



 

 

Again Henry and Bob, this time Susan's smiling because I'm 

telling her it's her turn to get on the air.  

Sure enough, first time on the air, and she did a great job. 

Congratulations.  

 

 

Chris VA3MUM and Jim VA3CJM operating 20M ssb.  
Ashley Vary 



 

 

Nick VE3MWU 
 

  

This is the view from Gene's place looking towards Keady.. 
 

 

 


